
[Email 1] 

Subject line: (Re)discover Mind Magic Live 

Dear [First Name], 

Achieving your dreams can feel impossible. That's why they're called 

"dreams," right? Deep down, you believe that they are unattainable... but 

that is only an assumption. You must overcome the illusions that are holding 

you back from your "impossible" goals. 

It all comes down to mindset, and as Anders shared in his Mind Magic Live 

event, the only way to achieve a quantum leap in your life is to release 

yourself from mental illusions. 

This is not just plain motivational ethos. There is a measurable science 

behind this concept. Our minds are complex collections of socialized 

assumptions and internalized fears. More often than not, we don't see the 

truth of our situations. We are always capable of more than we believe! 

In our last Mind Magic Live event, Anders shared how you can "make your 

impossible possible." Years of training as an illusionist taught him techniques 

to control one’s mind and look beyond one’s illusions. Once you essentially 

rewire your brain, you're well on your way to stepping into the life you truly 

desire — and deserve. 

If you missed the Mind Magic Live, here's the replay. And even if you 

watched it, it's worth revisiting. Remember, unlearning your illusions is a 

process, so we welcome you to revisit the experience as you continue to 

reflect and grow.  

If you're eager to continue shattering your illusions, take the next step 

forward in your journey and join Anders for our signature 7 Weeks to 

Success Program.  

In this immersive coaching experience, you'll learn more techniques for 

overcoming the limiting assumptions that are holding you back from an 

abundant life. Click below to register: 

[CTA button] Start Your 7 Weeks to Success 

Best, 



Anders Hansen and the Real Magic team 

 

[Email 2] 

Subject line: Time is your gift to yourself 

Hi [First Name], 

Have you had a chance to watch the replay of Mind Magic Live? Make time to 

invest in yourself... Anders introduces these concepts in a way that 

stimulates new cognitive patterns. The only way to shatter your mind's 

illusions is to re-engage with the material. 

Transformation is not an instant process! It does take time to un-learn all 

the assumptions, biases, and limitations you've picked up over the years. 

Anders' gift is illuminating these illusions and helping you achieve REAL 

magic in your life. 

This type of magic isn't supernatural ... it's science! We know that the brain 

clings to patterns and predictability... which means you may accidentally 

filter out information that doesn't serve your assumptions. But if you want 

meaningful change in your life, you must learn to open your perception to 

your fullest potential. That means forging new patterns... which requires 

continuing impactful dialogue with your own mind. 

Give yourself the time to explore new horizons and break free from your 

illusions. Once you've re-watched Mind Magic Live, the next step is to make 

a plan of action for your best life. You may have years of assumptions to 

escape, but in our 7 Weeks of Success program, you can start manifesting 

your deepest desires in much less time. Click below to learn more and 

register. 

[CTA button] Start Your 7 Weeks to Success 

Explore your potential and shed your illusions. We're here to help you make 

your impossible, possible.  

Best, 

Anders Hansen and the Real Magic team 

 



[Email 3] 

Subject line: Your best life awaits you… 

Hey [First Name], 

At this stage in your journey, you may have begun rejecting your illusions, 

but find yourself falling back into the same patterns. If that sounds familiar, 

there's nothing to be ashamed of... Your brain embraces what's familiar, so 

it's normal to begin escaping your illusions only to start questioning yourself. 

Do you truly deserve the life you desire? 

Can you overcome your fears? 

Will your dreams ever become reality? 

Short answer: Yes, as long as you consider yourself a part of the ever-giving 

Universe. Often, we attempt to make change happen by comparing 

ourselves to others (or even other versions of ourselves). The truth is that 

we cannot unleash our deep-seated potential until we dive below the surface 

illusions. Anders excels at empowering people to align their goals with the 

Universe's abundant energies ... which, in turn, unlocks abundance in our 

own lives. 

You will learn all these techniques and receive personalized coaching as you 

shatter your illusions and embark on your journey to success. Click below to 

join Anders' life-changing program. 

[CTA button] Start Your 7 Weeks to Success 

We look forward to helping you achieve your greatest dreams and more. 

Best, 

Anders Hansen and the Real Magic team 

 

 


